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Cashewinformation Market Review 
 
Vietnam 
 

 In recent days, the RCN arrivals are very less arrival from Vietnam and 

Cambodia as crops come to the end, moreover the quality is only about 

44-45 lbs; however, the price for the same continue to rule high. More 

and more RCN have arrived from IVC, Ghana etc.  The market price 

comes down a bit, any packers need RCN they can buy immediately from 

the port or bonded warehouse. 

 There are more offers of African RCN especially from Benin during this 

year as Indian processors are not committing more on Benin crop as 

usual due to ongoing pandemic and lockdown.  

 Offers of Guinea Bissau seeds are still very high like USD 1450-1490 per 

ton, CNF, HCM for 52/220, although GB government reduce tax around 

USD 80-90 per ton. As the freight rate has increased much from GB and 

there are not many shipping lines can operate from this country during 

this year. At current offers, Vietnamese buyers do not have much interest, 

as the prices are very far away with prevailing kernel price parity. 

 Some of the recently concludes businesses by Vietnamese processors 

given as below: 

 Mozambique at bonded warehouse: USD 1165-1175 per ton for 46/200 

 Nigeria 49-50/200: USD 1240-1265 per ton, CNF, HCM 

 Boke (Guinea Conakry) 49/200 at USD 1310 per ton, CNF, HCM 

 Benin 48/185 at USD 1350-1365 per ton, CNF HCM. 

 

 On the kernel front, western buyers are a bit quiet when compared to end 

Apr-early May. All buyers saw huge quantities of RCN arrived in Abidjan 

and Vietnam, and they do not think RCN crop is short this year as 

compared to 2020. With the global pandemic in place (varies from one 

country to another), buyers prefer to wait and watch and buying based on 

their requirements, otherwise they do not want to speculate in this 

market situation. 

 China has bought good number of kernel and they buy much of roasted 

cashew with skin.  

 Middle East and Japanese market still have good demand; they are 

buying bigger quantity compared to 2020 because they chose not to buy 

from Indian market considering the present circumstances. 

 

 Vietnam kernel price offers given as follows (USD per lb, FOB): 

 

 W180: 3.90-4.00 

 W210: 3.60-3.85 

 W240: 3.35-3.60 

 W320: 2.95-3.40 
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 W450: 2.85-3.20 

 WS: 2.15-2.40 

 LP: 1.55-1.70 

 SP: 1.00-1.20 

 

 Vietnam cashew kernel exports in the first half of May-2021has totaled 

23,486 tons with value being USD 144,846,241(avg. USD 6167 per ton). 

The average value has crossed well over USD 6000 per ton for the first 

time since Nov-2020, signaling steady improvement in kernel price since 

Feb-2021 when the average price was USD 5807 per ton. 

 Year to date Vietnam cashew kernel exports have totaled 184,710 tons 

with value being USD 1,092,901,869 (avg. 5917 per ton). This is as 

against 159,971 tons exported during the same period in 2020 with value 

being USD 1,088,781,951(avg. USD 6806 per ton).  

 Vietnam RCN imports in the first half of May 2021 have totaled 108,646 

tons with value being USD 162,849,416 (avg. USD 1499 per ton). This is 

as against 47,133 tons of RCN imported during the same period.   

 Year to date Vietnam RCN imports have totaled 1,252,857 tons with value 

being USD 1,987,804,894 (avg. 1587 per ton). This is as against 344,745 

tons exported during the same period in 2020 with value being USD 

504,464,483 (avg. USD 1463 per ton).  

 

Note: The above data sourced from Vietnam customs. As we mentioned in 

last issue, still there is no clarity on RCN import figure from Cambodia, 

which we believe is on the higher side considering the past data. 

 

India 

 

 In India, lockdown continues in most of the states and this scenario is 

likely to continue for few more weeks. The good thing is that numbers of 

corona cases are coming down, but that is not the case in Southern states 

of India, wherein strict lockdown is in force in Tamil Nadu (until May 31) 

and Karnataka (until June 07). Most of the shops, super markets and 

malls were closed and not much offers on kernels. Cashew factories are 

operating with lesser than normal capacity and some of them chose not to 

operate as of now. A clear picture is likely to emerge in a week or two, in 

which some of the states may slowly start easing of restrictions (0r 

resumption of unlock phase, which varies from state to state).       

West Africa Report 

 

In Côte d'Ivoire, the past week has seen a decline in the quality of nuts 

available from producers, leading to a drop in raw nut prices despite the fact 

that demand remains high. Prices have become more or less uniform in the 

northern and central producing areas, with offers hovering around 300-325 

fcfa/kg (USD 0.55-0.61), while in the northeast, purchases are in the range of 
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325-350 fcfa/kg (USD 0.61-0.65). It is observed that stocks availability with 

producers is less. Current transactions are mostly with traders and 

intermediaries. 

During this season, Cote d’Ivoire is likely to produce in between 820,000 and 

850,000 tons of RCN. In 2020, IVC has produced 848,000 tons and the crop 

during this season is not going to be short anyway contrary to market rumors. 

More than 90 percent of RCN has arrived to markets from farm gate.  

 

Logistic challenges continue to remain such as space constraints in vessels, lack 

of container availability, port congestion and roll over of containers. Freight rates 

have gone up by three to four times from IVC to Asia when compared to last 

year. The situation is likely to ease out going forward in the coming one to two 

months.  

 

Some of the challenges faced by the processors are lack of productivity due to 

lack of efficiency on the part of workers, technical machine availability etc., the 

government of IVC is committed to develop the sector to overcome these 

challenges. About 85,000 tons of RCN bought in by local processors to process 

within the country. One can foresee IVC processors to process well over 100,000 

tons RCN during this season.  

 

RCN of IVC origins are quoted in the range of 1250 and 1325 USD/MT CFR for a 

KOR of 45-47. 

 

In Benin, the cashew season is almost over and buyers are withdrawing from 

the market, the few nuts that are available with traders are offered in the range 

of 300 and350 fcfa/kg (USD 0.55-0.65). 

RCN of Benin origins offered in the range of 1300 and 1350 USD/MT CFR for a 

KOR between 46 and 48. 

In Burkina Faso, purchases of raw cashew nuts have decreased significantly in 

intensity and stocks are nearly exhausted at the producer’s level. Current RCN 

offers are stable and declining in the various production areas and vary between 

400 and 425 fcfa/kg (USD 0.74-0.79), while in the city of Bobo-Dioulasso, 

wholesale purchases varied between 430 and 450 fcfa/kg (USD 0.80-0.84). 

 

Cashewinformation.com presents Trade Talk-3: Nigeria and 

Bissau 2021 Cashew Market. Date: May 28-2021. Contact: 

swapna@eventellglobal.com 

   

 

mailto:swapna@eventellglobal.com
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CASHEW MARKET  

COMMENTARIES FROM EXPERTS 

 

The market continues to look relatively calm. Kernels prices are holding with 

some support from buyers and a widening gap between the top and smaller 

processors. That can sometimes be an indication of prices moving up. It may 

also be an indicator of delays and defaults on contracts. Processors should be 

encouraged by the improved prices for broken particularly Splits and Large 

Pieces. Price stability at the current levels or even a little higher will most likely 

encourage demand growth on all grades. This will have an impact in Europe 

particularly where sports events this year (Euro football and the Olympic Games) 

usually give a boost to snack demand. The combination of stable pricing and a 

return to more normal trading conditions as the US and Europe open again 

could mean another good year for demand. Many consumer analysts say that 

habits developed during the pandemic will stay. That would be good news for 

nut consumption. 

 

Processors may also be encouraged by falling cases of Covid19 in India. That is 

not to say that this wave is over, far from it, but it may be the beginning of the 

end according to new reports from India. That should make it easier for Indian 

processors to look at imported RCN more positively again. It may also signal that 

consumer demand will pick up when the peak season starts later this year. We 

saw last year that demand in India was not as badly impacted as expected 

although it should be recognized that the impact of the pandemic last year was 

far less than this year. If Indian demand does pick up in 2021, the year will end 

with a tight supply position. 

 

In Africa, exporters in Guinea Bissau, Senegal and The Gambia will carefully 

monitor the return of Indian buyers to the RCN market as their crops come to 

market. Crops in these producing countries forecasted to be average/good. Some 

disruption to shipment schedules is to be expected. Longer voyage times may 

also be a factor. Elsewhere in West Africa the crops are, in general, lower than 

forecast. In some countries, regulators have made mess in enforcing or failing to 

enforce their own regulations. Strategies intended to increase processing have 

been offset by mismanagement of the RCN market making life all the more 

difficult for local processors. Short termism once again rules.   In some cases, 

buyers, seeking strategic advantage, have effectively moved the market against 

themselves. Massive processing capacity without an integrated supply chain is 

eventually likely to affect profit margins negatively. 

 

Kernels export prices in West Africa remain strong as buyers seek to fill the gaps 

left by high freight cost, lower availability of slots and longer voyage times. 

Analysts point out that the need for shorter supply chains, diversification of 

supply and a questioning of lean manufacturing principles in relation to niche 
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sectors like cashews are all potential outcomes of the pandemic. This could see 

more processing at origin in Africa and a return of India to the export arena in 

time. You can hear more from me on processing in Africa at the ACA GME 

Webinar on 26th May 2021 at 9am GMT, 2.30pm IST - Zoom 956 3280 2374 

Pass 2021.  

 

Source: James Fitzpatrick, Ingredient sourcing solutions 

 

 

The Gambia 

 Season began in mid-April in earnest and so far about 12,000Mt has come 

into The Gambia. 

 Crop looks good and quality is better than last year. Exports are happening 

very slowly. 

 Shippers and buyers are very restrained; trades have happened between 

$1350 and $1450 for 190NC /52lbs Cargo. 

 In 2020, we had close to 10 vessels a Month calling the Port of Banjul; 

however, in 2021 only one a month. 

 Gambia Port, which used to be a Favorite of the Shippers, has now become a 

nightmare - Gambia Port is Chaotic. 

 This year Logistics management will be a bigger challenge than actual buying 

and selling of cashews. 

 Freight rates, which are about USD 50, are now close to USD 100+ Per 

Metric Ton. 

 

Senegal 

 

 Season has begun and about 10,000 Mt or more has come into Ziguinchor. 

 Local Prices ranges from CFA 525 to 550 per Kg, at Warehouse level in 

Ziguinchor - Demand is far more than the supply. 

 Quality is better than last year. Crop size looks good as of now. 

 The CFA to US$ in 2021 is firmer than in 2020. Govt of Senegal is bringing in 

the cashew Industry under them. So, we can expect more Regulations & Red 

– tapism. 

 No containers been positioned - this will take another few weeks. Only a few 

Bulk Shipments are happening now. 

 

Source: Amrith Kurien, Comafrique 

 

 

Other Nuts Market  

 

The Indian market at the closing of May 22nd, 2021 turned bullish, As the Covid 

positive cases have started declining rapidly in the past week, but the death rate 

still remains a cause of concern, in the last 24 hours over 4400 being reported, 

against the 2,22,000+ positive cases. 
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Most of the States including Delhi, Punjab, Haryana, UP, Karnataka, Tamil 

Nadu, Kerala, etc. have announced the extension of Lockdown for another week, 

and in few states have extended up to June 7. 

 

The demand this week has shown good recovery, probably as the cases have 

started declining in the Urban Cities, consumers have started focusing on 

boosting their immunity through healthy or super foods. 

 

The prices for Non-Pareil In shell's were quoted in the grey markets in the range 

of INR 15800 and 16100/40 Kg for 70% SS basis for private packers (equivalent 

to $ 1.80-1.84/lbs of origin prices). BDG quoted at INR 15900-16200/40 Kg. 

Buyers have started receiving better lots suiting their expectations from BDG 

and hence the premiums are visible. 

 

The kernel prices also inched up though not in the parity of NPIS, NP FAQ 

quoted in the range of INR 550 and 560/kg. 

 

Independence in shells was quoted at INR 14700-14900/40 Kg, equivalent to 

$1.66-1.68/lbs of origin prices. Other varieties have not seen the same 

demand as one of the big Corporate has been selling their Australian 

Carmel/Price varieties at cheaper prices suppressing any upside. Further, the 

demand for other varieties has also remained suppressed as the Sweets shops, 

Savory and ingredient s remain off the block from the consumers buying 

perspective. 

 

Independence FAQ Kernels remained stable in the range of INR 510 and 515/kg 

(including 12% GST and Market Dhara of 2.625% considered as Cash 

Discounts). 

 

California has been active for the June/July trades and has been quoting NPIS 

in the range of $ 1.90 and 1.95/lbs on FAS Basis, Buyers have shown interests 

as the replacement cost differential shrinks to below 15 cents/Lbs and 

accordingly the buyer have been bidding at $ 1.90/lbs on CIF Basis. It has been 

told earlier also that India buyers are comfortable to buy with a 10 cents/lbs 

price differential from California. Unfortunately, the demand for Independence 

along with all other varieties viz. Monterey, Price, Caramels, Independence has 

vanished or at a huge price differential, Buyers in India do not see much value 

unless price-driven. 

 

Over 9700 containers of Almonds have been shipped to India until April and in 

my opinion, we require another 3500+ containers from here on until Diwali. I 

foresee a bit of shortage as we begin the process of Unlocking India alongside 

vaccinating the population probably after July, once the production of vaccines 

gets ramped up and we enter the festival season from August 15th onwards. It is 

being discussed in Indian markets that Australia may not ship over 400 loads to 
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India adding much more pressure on California to satisfy India’s festival and 

marriage's appetite into winters 

 

New crop prices are being quite in the range US$ 1.70-1.75 FAS basis for 

September shipments for NPIS and buyers are not showing much interest as 

their expectation based on 3.2 Billion crops is around 1.60 $ and probably 30 

cents discounts for Independence. Water shortage and drought situations are 

not making any sentimental impact as of now as the 3.2 Billion crop number 

remains sacrosanct as issued by NASS/USDA. The situation might change as we 

near the Objective estimate's date of July 12. 

 

Pistachio prices remain bullish with AA or long varieties, Iran origin being 

traded, largely by investors in the range of INR 750-800/kg. Iranian Kernels 

have been trading in the range INR 1160 and 1200/ Kg with California In shells' 

Extra No1 (21/25) in the range of INR 825 and 850/Kg. 

 

Source: Ravindra Mehta, IFNO, New Delhi – India 

International Prices of Nuts  

Table-1: Cashew Kernel FOB prices: India and Vietnam  
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Table-2: African Cashew Kernel Price (Estimated for the second half of May-
2021) 
 

Grade Description Grade 
W3-W4 May, 2021 

Price/Lbs (L) Price/Lbs (H) 

WHITE WHOLES CASHEWS 210 W-210 3.80 3.90 

WHITE WHOLES CASHEWS 240 W-240 3.50 3.60 

WHITE WHOLES CASHEWS 320 W-320 3.05 3.15 

WHITE WHOLES CASHEWS 450 W-450 2.85 3.00 

SCORCHED WHOLES CASHEWS 210 SW-210 3.20 3.25 

SCORCHED WHOLES CASHEWS 240 SW-240 3.10 3.20 

SCORCHED WHOLES CASHEWS 320 SW-320 2.85 3.00 

SCORCHED WHOLES CASHEWS 450 SW-450 2.60 2.80 

FIRST BUTTS/ WHITE BUTTS FB/WB 1.65 1.80 

FIRST SPLITS/ WHITE SPLITS FS/WS 1.65 1.80 

LARGE WHITE PIECES LWP 1.30 1.38 

SMALL WHITE PIECES SWP 0.90 1.10 

CHIPPS CH 0.80 0.95 

BABY BITS BB 0.65 0.85 

SCORCHED BUTTS SB 1.25 1.45 

SCORCHED SPLITS SS 1.25 1.45 

SCORCHED PIECES SP 0.90 1.15 

 
 
Domestic Prices of Nuts 
 
Table-3: Cashew Kernel: India spot prices in production centers as on 
05/10/2021 in INR/kg 
 

Grades Mangalore 

(Karnataka) 

Kollam 

(Kerala) 

Panruti 

(TN) 

Vetapalem 

(AP) 

Goa Gujarat Jeypore-

Odisha 

Ganjam- 

Odisha 

W180 1050 882 - - 950 1100 - - 

W210 850 860 - 900 920 950 - 800 

W240 725 662 690 718 760 780 700 720 

W320 630 595 590 620 650 690 620 630/640 

W400 550 - - - 600 - 550 580 

W450 - 507 570 - 590 600 - - 

W1 - - - - 630 - - - 

S180 - - - - 900 - - - 

S210 - - - - 800 - - - 

S240 675 - - - 650 750 640 - 

S 560 542 580 - 540 - - - 

LWP 450 474     480 450 480 470 470 500 

SWP 350 - 350 300 380 425 385 470 

K 470 - - 520 490 500 510 - 

JH 600 - - 600 560 - 520 580 

SSW - - - - 550 - - - 
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Grades Mangalore 

(Karnataka) 

Kollam 

(Kerala) 

Panruti 

(TN) 

Vetapalem 

(AP) 

Goa Gujarat Jeypore-

Odisha 

Ganjam- 

Odisha 

BB 250 440 - 200 250 225 210 - 

JK/JB 500 - - - 500  450 530/540 

SW 570 - 530 - 620 570 520 - 

 
Note:  Above quoted prices are with tax and tin packing. Marked in red is of previous 
week. Not much offers or changes in kernel price due to lockdown in most places. Panruti 
and Gujarat without tax 

 
Prices of Nuts in Other Indian Markets  
 
Table-4: Cashew Kernel-India spot prices at terminal markets as on   

05/10/2021 in INR/kg  
 

Grades Mumbai 
Kolhapur 

(Maharashtra) 

W180 1100 1130 

W210 920 920 

W240 830 820 

W320 730 730 

LWP 540 490 

SWP 380 370 

JH/S 630 610 

BB 230 190 

 
 

CNSL Market Updates  
 

Table-5: CNSL Market Update by Santhosh Silva, Karnataka (May 10, 2021) 
 

Market CNSL Cake Shells 

(INR / Kg) 

Mangalore 39.00 5.00 9.50 

 

 
Currency Impact  
 
Table-6: Currency Movement - FOREX Rates  
 

Currency 05-14-2021 05-21-2021 
Wk-on-Wk  

% Change 

Indian Rupee (INR)  73.30 72.78 -0.71 

Euro (EUR) 1.21 1.22 0.83 

Japanese Yen (JPY) 109.35 108.96 -0.36 

Brazilian Real (BRL) 5.27 5.36 1.71 

Chinese Yuan (CNY) 6.44 6.43 -0.16 

Singapore Dollar (SGD) 1.33 1.33 0.00 
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Currency 05-14-2021 05-21-2021 
Wk-on-Wk  

% Change 

Tanzanian Shilling (TZS) 2318.50 2319.00 0.02 

Thai Baht (THB) 31.36 31.37 0.03 

Mozambique New Metical (MZN) 58.87 59.51 1.09 

Vietnam Dong (VND) 23048.00 23056.00 0.03 

Indonesian Rupiah (IDR) 14197.50 14355.00 1.11 

West African Franc (XOF) 541.75 537.94 -0.70 

Ghanaian New Cedi (GHS) 5.76 5.78 0.35 

 

 

Symbol  Support S1 S2 Resistance (R1) R2 

USDINR 72.80 72.45 73.35 73.85 

EURUSD 1.20 1.18 1.24 1.26 

 

Rupee may stay in the recent range           

  

 Indian rupee last week traded in the region of 73.30 and 72.75 and finally 

settled the week at 72.79 against the dollar.  

 Indian rupee gained last week by tracking gains in domestic equities and 

on weakness in USD. 

 Technically rupee may test the support zone in the region of 72.60 and 

72.30 and unlikely to appreciate further. 

 On the global front the US fed chairman is of the view that crypto 

currencies pose a threat to financial stability and hinted that greater 

regulations may be warranted  

 Covid daily cases in India is showing signs of improvement in half of the 

states and at the same time yet to show signs of improvement in southern 

states. Most of the states are likely to remain under lockdown until the 

end of this month and southern states probably until first half of June.  

 

EURO may gain further on USD weakness       

 

 EURUSD last week traded in the region of 1.2123 and 1.2245 and settled 

the week at 1.2179 as on May 21. 

 EURUSD could retest 1.24-1.26 once again as long as it holds the support 

of 1.20. 

 The EURUSD has gained on speculation that the US fed will have to 

tighten its monetary policy sooner than later; However, the fed officials 

may prefer to wait for substantial progress in the US economy towards 

the committee’s goal in achieving the maximum progress in employment 

and price stability.     

 The ECB president last week asserted that, given the ongoing uncertainty, 

the accommodative policies would continue for some more months.             
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REACH OUT TO 

GLOBAL CASHEW INDUSTRY 

ADVERTISE IN 

CASHEW WEEKLY NEWSLETTER and 

WWW.CASHEWINFORMATION.COM 

For Advertisement in Cashew Weekly Newsletter 

And  

Banner Space on www.cashewinformation.com 

CONTACT: swapna@eventellglobal.com 

 

 
Disclaimer: The data and information presented in this report are based on efforts of analysts at 

cashewinformation.com, Bangalore and opinions and data obtained from experts and various 

industry sources. While sufficient care has been taken to check data and information prior to 

publishing, Cashewinformation.com or its employees or external contributors will not be 

responsible for any kind of errors or omissions or misrepresentation of data or for losses incurred 

by any party either directly or indirectly based on the information published herein. 

 

Caution to Readers 

Although paid advertisements appear in this publication (in print, online, or in other electronic 

formats), Cashewinformation.com does not endorse the advertised product, service, or company, or 

any of the claims made by the advertisement. Readers are encouraged to do the necessary due 

diligence. However, in the interest of the industry, please share your concerns, if any, by writing to 

us at newsletter@cashewinformation.com or content@cashewinformation.com 

 content@cashewinformation.com 
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